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Abstract 

The aim of this study was to examine 6th-grade students’ mathematical abstraction processes related to the concept 

of variable by using the teaching experiment method and to reveal their learning trajectories in the context of the 

RBC+C model. A teaching experiment was administered to a class of 29 middle school students for 3 weeks. 

Observations, interviews, and the Diagnostic Algebra Test were used as data collection instruments to reveal the 

students’ abstraction processes and determine their learning trajectories. Qualitative data were analyzed through 

content analysis, and qualitative data were analyzed through paired-samples t-test. The learning trajectories showed 

that only the students with good performance exhibited the “construction” action when using “variables as changing 

quantities,” but the “building-with” action when using the other types of variables. Mediocre students, however, 

needed teacher support to perform the building-with action in the process of abstraction of variables. The students’ 

written tips such as drawing arrows or deleting the variable show that it helps to learn how to replace a variable with 

a known value. This study shows that the development of thought on variables is embedded in the progression of the 

concept of variable as a changing quantity. Similar studies can be conducted for the use of variables in equations and 

for the understanding and interpretation of variables when solving equations. 

Keywords: mathematical abstraction, learning trajectory, variable, teaching experiment 

 

1. Introduction 

A result-oriented instruction can adversely affect the learning process of students in mathematics education. For this 

reason, it is more important how students learn rather than what they learn. If how knowledge is constructed in the 

student’s mind is known, teachers may be more likely to intervene effectively in the learning process.  

Research shows that students have difficulty understanding algebra concepts (Brizuela, et. al., 2000; Dede & Argün, 

2003; Ersoy & Erbaş, 1998; Kieran, 1992; Linchevski & Herscovics, 1996; MacGregor & Stacey, 1993; Philips, 

1999). One of the main reasons for these difficulties is the use of literal symbols in mathematics to have different 

meanings (Blanton et al., 2015; Çelik & Güneş, 2013; Driscoll, 1999; Philipp, 1999; Schoenfeld & Arcavi, 1988; 

Soylu, 2008). The results of research on the challenges faced by students in the algebra learning process can be 

grouped in two categories (Lins, 1992): (a) Algebra contains very general statements about the nature of 

mathematical activities, and apart from general intellectual developmental theories, it is not possible to clearly define 

algebraic thought, and (b) Most of the research on algebra learning is local, and the results of these studies mostly 

explain failures. Consequently, research on the learning and use of algebra does not produce profound and conclusive 

results. In this regard, it would be appropriate to offer a constructive framework for how students mentally construct 

knowledge in algebra. 

It is quite difficult to observe the process of knowledge construction directly. In mathematics, abstraction is the 

process of revealing the essence of a concept, i.e., the process of constructing knowledge. Various theories have been 

proposed to examine the abstraction process. One of these theories is the RBC+C abstraction theory, which examines 

the epistemic actions that students undergo in the process of solving contextual problems. Abstraction in the theory is 

defined as the process of construction of a new mathematical structure by vertically reorganizing pre-constructed 

mathematical knowledge (Hershkowitz, Schwarz, & Dreyfus, 2001; 2009; 2015). Vertical mathematization means 
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the depth of established connections and the integration of knowledge (Treffers, 1987). The theory is named after a 

combination of the first letters of the epistemic actions: recognition, building with, constructing, and consolidation. 

An epistemic action implies a specific type of mediation involving cognitive processes and mathematical concepts. 

Recognizing (R): This action occurs when the student realizes that a certain structure exists in a given mathematical 

situation. Such structures may be something the student already knows.  

Building-with (B): This action occurs when the student uses certain existing structural knowledge to create a solution 

to the problem. In a sense, the epistemic action of building-with is target-driven and may include the integration of 

existing knowledge (but it does not generate new knowledge). 

Constructing (C): This action is a central epistemic action and is necessary for an abstraction to occur. A student must 

use a new mathematical structure to construct knowledge. In essence, “it implies the construction of innovation” 

(Hershkowitz et al., 2001). Constructing is a combination of previous structures through vertical mathematization.  

Consolidation (+C): This is the student’s finding a previously created mathematical structure familiar and his or her 

conscious reuse of the new structure (Dreyfus & Tsamir, 2004).  

The fact that the abstraction process can be monitored through these epistemic actions allows monitoring the mental 

development of a student and recognizing the difficulties he or she has experienced (Yeşildere İmre & Türnüklü, 

2016). 

Research on how students construct knowledge conducted by math educators uses learning trajectories as an 

organized framework (Clements & Sarama, 2004; Confrey et al., 2009; Simon, 1995). Students go through natural 

developmental progressions when learning mathematics, and they learn mathematical ideas and skills in their own 

way (Clements & Sarama, 2010). Effective and enriched learning environments can be created when such 

developmental progressions are understood and mathematical activities based on them are sequentially organized. 

Such developmental progressions are the main component of a learning trajectory. Research shows that a learning 

trajectory has three parts by nature (Clements & Sarama, 2010): (a) a mathematical goal, (b) developmental 

progressions that students develop to achieve this goal, and (c) a series of instructional activities or tasks that 

correspond to each of the levels of thought in this trajectory that help students develop higher levels of thinking. Let 

us briefly describe each of these parts: 

(a) A learning trajectory starts with a mathematical goal. Each goal is a set of concepts and skills that are 

mathematically consistent and will generate future learning through students’ thinking. For instance, algebraic 

thinking involves recognizing patterns, analyzing them, examining relationships, representing them, and making 

generalizations.  

(b) Developmental progressions refer to a typical path that children follow in developing understanding and skills on 

a mathematical subject. Each developmental progression is more sophisticated than the preceding one, which allows 

mastering the mathematical goal. For example, even before learning algebra, students have certain mathematical 

competencies related to patterns in geometric terms (such as finding the amount of increase in patterns). 

(c) The third part of a learning trajectory consists of a series of learning activities that correspond to each level of 

thinking in developmental progressions. These activities are designed to help children learn the ideas and skills 

needed to achieve their corresponding developmental progressions. This means that teachers can use these tasks to 

enhance children’s mastery from one level to another.  

In this study, a learning trajectory was employed as a basis for understanding how students virtually constructed 

algebraic relationships in variables and for systematically characterizing advances in their thinking. In this study, the 

learning trajectory was shaped based on the students’ and the teacher’s interpretations of the concept of variable. In 

this respect, the learning trajectory had practical outcomes for the students’ learning and mental development. A 

hypothetical learning trajectory was designed to make the students’ abstract thoughts more visible and 

understandable. In this process, it was desired to eliminate the handicaps of the students who encountered the 

concept of variable for the first time. Knowing that students face many challenges, it was aimed in this study to 

reveal how they understand algebra (Banerjee & Subramaniam, 2011; Drijvers, Goddijn & Kindt, 2011) and to 

develop an instructional unit that would help them in the learning process.  

In this context, the aim of this study was to examine 6th-grade middle school students’ mathematical abstraction 

processes related to the concept of variable and to reveal a learning trajectory in the context of the RBC+C model. To 

that end, “what is 6th-grade students’ learning trajectory for the concept of variable?” was defined as the problem 

statement. 
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2. Method 

This study involved the teaching experiment method (Simon & Tzur, 2004), which is a useful method to determine a 

learning trajectory for learning variables. Teaching experiments make important contributions to the study of the 

development of mathematical concepts in students (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). In the present study, the teaching 

experiment consisted of three phases: preparation, implementation, and evaluation (Steffe & Thompson, 2000), 

which are detailed in the Learning Process heading below.  

2.1 Learning Process 

The teaching experiment lasted for three weeks and a total of ten course-hours in a cyclical process. During the 

preparation phase, the types of use of variables were determined. Four types of variable use were selected as the 

mathematical goals in the study. The mathematical activities determined to achieve these goals were discussed with 

the teacher and were adapted to the classroom environment. The Chelsea Diagnostic Test for Algebra (CDTA) was 

administered to determine the students’ prior knowledge and thus their achievement levels. The levels of the 

participant students set the difficulty level of the mathematical activities. During the implementation phase, the 

mathematical activities developed for the learning trajectory were carried out. Issues that needed to be corrected in 

the mathematical activities were determined. During the evaluation phase, the students’ developmental progressions 

were examined as an outcome of the mathematical activities. The students were asked questions through individual 

interviews about their mental knowledge construction/abstraction about the mathematical goals.  

2.2 Preparation 

 

Table 1. Hypothetical Learning Trajectory for Students 

Goal   Hypothesis  Evaluation 

Mathematical 

Goal 

 Mistakes Expected 

to Happen During 

the Course 

Activity (A)  Developmental Progressions Evaluation 

Variable as a 

label 

 Incorrect 

representation in 

algebraic use 

(A1) Algebraic 

representation of 

the number of fish 

 Students are expected to 

develop skills to understand 

the context of the problem 

and create representations. 

They gain 

experience in a 

number of aspects 

of mathematical 

research: check for 

special situations, 

and explain a 

generalization 

Variable as a 

Changing 

Quantity 

 Incorrectly 

generalizing the rule 

of a pattern 

algebraically 

(A2) Hexagonal 

tables 

 They are expected to be able 

to explain a contextual 

arithmetic model 

algebraically. 

Show algebraically 

the pattern they 

explained 

arithmetically 

Variable as a 

Known Value 

 Inability to assign 

numerical values to 

a variable 

(A3) Cost 

calculation 

 

 They are expected to create 

an algebraic model that 

always works. 

Understand that a 

variable is a value 

that varies and can 

present an algebraic 

model 

Variable as an 

Unknown Value 

 Inability to do four 

basic arithmetic 

operations with 

variables 

(A4) Think of a 

number 

 They are expected to use 

variables in four basic 

arithmetic operations. 

Can use and 

manipulate 

variables in four 

basic arithmetic 

operations 

 

A learning trajectory should theoretically be target-driven. In order to achieve such a goal, the trajectory should 

include teaching activities, and it should be reorganized by testing a hypothetical learning trajectory. The concept of 

variable in this study was based on “four different uses of literal symbols” as summarized by Blanton et al. (2015) 

from the literature. The curriculum (MEB, 2017) played a role when determining the mathematical goals. The first 
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mathematical goal was about how the students would use literal expressions — which the students were familiar 

with from arithmetic operations — in algebraic thinking. The second goal was to find the rule of a pattern and to 

express the pattern in letters. The third goal was to be able write an algebraic expression and replace a variable with 

a number. The last goal was to determine the concept of variable as an unknown and to be able to perform operations 

with algebraic expressions. Table 1 shows the functional scheme of the prepared hypothetical learning trajectory and 

the related issues that came up during the course. 

In this study, the teacher who taught the class was pursuing his doctoral education in the field of mathematics 

education. The reason why he was chosen was the fact that he had a close work relationship with the researcher and 

that he was eager to learn new techniques of algebra teaching. Regular interviews were conducted with the teacher 

before and after the weekly scheduled lessons. After the hypothetical learning trajectory was created, the learning 

trajectory was determined based on the interviews with the teacher. 

2.3 Participants 

The participants were selected from among 6th-grade students at a public middle school in Bursa in the 2016–2017 

academic year. The sample was selected according to the criterion sampling method, and the following were 

determined as the criteria: (a) the students had to enroll in classes taught by the same mathematics teacher, and (b) 

they had to be at the 6th grade level, the curriculum of which included the concept of variable. A total of 29 students 

who met the criteria were identified as participants. The participants to be interviewed were determined using the 

purposeful random sampling method, which allows randomly determined participants to be classified for the purpose 

of a study (Marshall & Rossman, 2014). In order to see the differences according to mathematics achievement levels, 

a student was selected randomly from each of the good, intermediate and mediocre categories. Individual interviews 

were conducted with these three students. CDTA, which is explained below, and the teachers’ opinions were effective 

in determining these categories.  

2.4 Data Collection Instruments 

Along with the description of subjects, give the mended size of the sample and the number of individuals meant to be 

in each condition if separate conditions were used. State whether the achieved sample differed in known ways from 

the target population. Conclusions and interpretations should not go beyond what the sample would warrant. 

2.4.1 Interview 

Semi-structured individual interviews were conducted to understand how the students constructed the concept of 

variable in their minds. The stages proposed by Yıldırım and Şimşek (2011) were taken into consideration during the 

preparation of an Individual Interview Form. These interviews were conducted after each instructional activity. The 

interview questions were designed to attract the attention of the students and to reveal the mathematical abstraction 

processes of the students in accordance with the research problem, in addition to having the features explained above. 

During the individual interviews, the researcher asked questions such as “Can you explain aloud what you’re doing 

right now?”, “How did you decide to resolve it this way?”, and “Why?”, which could help the researcher to examine 

the student’s answers in depth in order to reveal the epistemic actions of the students (Hunting, 1997).  

2.4.2 Chelsea Diagnostic Test for Algebra (CDTA) 

The Chelsea Diagnostic Test for Algebra developed by Küchemann et al. (1985; 1998) was administered to 

determine the students’ level of prior knowledge on the subject and to reveal the students’ mistakes. Moreover, the 

contribution of the trajectories to the mathematical understanding of the students was investigated with the test. The 

test consisted of 22 questions. The students answered the questions in about 50 minutes. CDTA was translated and 

adapted into Turkish by Çıkla (2004) (its KR-20 value is .93). The reliability of the test used in this study was 

calculated by using the KR-20 formula and was .88. 

2.4.3 Observation 

Observation as one of the techniques of data collection in qualitative research is a good way to investigate behaviors 

in detail in a certain environment, in their natural environment (Glesne, 2013). Semi-structured observation form was 

established by taking expert opinions to examine the learning trajectory during the implementation process of the 

study. The researcher assumed a participant observer role and kept field notes about the teaching experiment in the 

classroom environment (Maxwell, 2005).  

2.5 Data Analysis 

In this study, observations and field notes were utilized to identify the students’ developmental progressions, 

instructional goals and mistakes. The observation notes and the individual interviews with the students were analyzed 
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by using the content analysis method. Content analysis requires an in-depth analysis of data. Therefore, by using this 

analysis, data are defined, and the facts that may be hidden in the data are presented within the framework of 

concepts and themes specified within a study (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2008). In the present study, the RBC+C 

abstraction model was used in two processes: First, to determine the phases of developmental progressions when 

creating the learning trajectory, and second, to systematically organize analysis of the abstraction process of the 

concept and to cognitively interpret the expressions as a result of the interviews with the students. In the second 

phase, audio recordings recorded during the interviews were transcribed. Pseudo names were assigned to the students 

in the transcripts of the interviews. In the findings, students with good, moderate and mediocre performance were 

referred to as the abbreviations H, M and G, respectively. As the RBC+C Abstraction Model was used as a tool for 

observing epistemic actions, the data were organized into themes and presented according to this framework. The 

transcripts were analyzed according to this framework. During the data analysis, a table (Table 2) was used to 

determine the phases of epistemic actions represented by the students’ statements. 

 

Table 2. Keywords for Determining Epistemic Actions 

Recognizing Building-with Construction 

Awareness 

Knowing the characteristics of the 

variable 

Giving an example 

Problem solving 

In-depth thinking 

Understanding or explaining a situation 

Making assumptions 

Associating with 

Coming up with new structures 

Reasoning 

Reflection 

Developing a mathematical 

language 

 

A 3-level scoring scale was used to evaluate the CDTA: (0 points: No skills were used; 1 point: A skill was used, but 

the correct solution could not be achieved; 2 points: A skill was used and the problem was solved). To determine if 

there was any significant difference between the students’ responses to the achievement test, the data were edited in 

the Microsoft Excel program, transferred to the SPSS 25.0 program and analyzed there. During the analysis, total 

scores were obtained, and whether they were distributed normally was checked through Shapiro-Wilk Tests (Can, 

2013, pp. 89). In the results of the Shapiro-Wilk Tests, p > .05 was accepted as normal distribution (Büyüköztürk, 

2011, pp. 42). Paired-samples t tests, a type of parametric tests, were carried out because the test results showed 

normal distribution. 

Help was received from an expert and a second coder (teacher) for the reliability of data analysis in the study (Miles 

& Huberman, 1994). The second coder was informed in the process about the aims in the study, the basic 

characteristics of the concept of measurement and the analysis of data. Kendall’s coefficient of agreement between 

the researcher and the second coder was above .85, indicating a high level of agreement between the coders (Abdi, 

2007). An attempt was made to achieve the objectivity/confirmability of the study (Miles & Huberman, 1994) by 

presenting the method of the study and the research process in accordance with the actual order of conduct, and by 

presenting them in a clear manner that would allow reanalyzing the data. For transferability, which ensures the 

validity of the study (Miles & Huberman, 1994), detailed information about the characteristics of the participating 

students, the teaching environment and the teacher are provided. 

 

3. Results 

The findings about the implementation phase of the learning trajectory are presented in the tables below. The first 

column of these tables contains the mathematical goal. In the second column, the developmental progressions of the 

students are seen according to the analysis of the teaching activities. Based on the steps of the RBC+C abstraction 

model, the developmental progressions of the students were defined hierarchically. The third column summarizes the 

teaching activities developed within the scope of the learning trajectory. Moreover, the table shows sample questions 

about the mathematical goal from the CDTA questions and student evaluations. Finally, student mistakes and 

explanations are included according to the results of the analysis. Immediately after the tables, evidence was 

presented about the students’ level of achievement based on the teaching activity. Finally, evidence for the 

abstraction processes, which was obtained from the interviews, was shared.  

Given the mathematical careers of the students prior to learning algebra, they first learn to use letters to label certain 

known quantities or to symbolize a certain quantity. For example, in their prior mathematical careers, they use the 

phrase “4a to represent 4 apples.” The process of teaching a variable as a label, which is the first mathematical goal, 

is shown in Table 3 below. The mathematical goal as an instructional objective is associated with writing an algebraic 
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expression that is appropriate for a life situation. 

  

Table 3. The Teaching Process of a Variable as Label 

Goals Developmental Progressions Instructional task 

Variable as 

label 

R: They were able to use abbreviations when thinking 

arithmetically. They described Suleyman as S. 

Suleyman was written as S. 

Recep = Solomon + 7 

S + 7  

A1: Question: Recep has seven more fish than 

Suleyman. Find the numbers of fish they both have.   

The students were then asked to abbreviate the names 

of Suleyman and Recep as S and R, respectively, to 

show them in an algebraic expression, and to sum 

similar terms. It was stated that different terms would 

not be summed up. They were asked to write a verbal 

situation as an algebraic expression.  

The activity continued with similar questions.   

A football is covered by 16 hexagonal pieces of 

leather. Add 4 more hexagonal pieces and show the 

final status.    

B: They wrote an algebraic expression based on the 

verbal expression. They showed the number of fish 

Recep has as “s + 7” and then “x + 7”. 

C: They were able to perform operations beyond 

“building with” an algebraic expression, and they 

summed similar terms.  

In the question about 2m + 3 + 3m, they realized that 2m 

and 3m could be summed, and they performed the 

addition operation. 

CDTA GOOD and MODERATE: As expected, they summed 

up similar terms, and they were also able to show an 

expression with two different letters as 3a + 5b. 

MEDIOCRE: They wrote 7ab, or 7a+b, ignoring the 

variables. 

Write the expression “2a + 5b + a” in the simplest 

way possible:  

The students needed to sum up similar terms in order 

to give the correct answer. 

Student 

Mistakes 

 

3 apples + 4 apples + 7 bananas = 14 f. 

f = fruit 

This means that the students labeled objects whose 

variables were different. 

 

The purpose of using variables is to label objects (colors) or groups (certain shapes). For instance, 7r means “7 reds”. 

In this case, the variable “r” is a label for the color red. In another activity, the students wrote “h” to indicate that a 

football is made up of 20 hexagons and to label and shorten the word hexagon. 

C: 16 + 4 equals to 20. 

Teacher (T): 20 what? 

A: 20 h. 

T: What does it represent? What does “h” mean? 

A: Hexagon. 

It is understood from the classroom environment and from the studies of the students that in the use of variables as 

labels, the students understood that an expression was the sum of similar and different terms and saw an algebraic 

expression as the act of finding the total amount. 
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Figure 1. An Example of the Use of Variable as a Label  

 

In Figure 1, examples from good students’ notebooks are presented with regard to the activities held in the classroom. 

In these examples, the students were able to perform operations with terms similar to variables as labels. When the 

students’ notebooks were examined, it was seen that approximately 62% (n = 18) were able to write expressions by 

simplifying them. This is an indication that they began to interpret algebraically the objects they had defined 

arithmetically.  

In Table 4, the second mathematical goal as an instructional gain is related to understanding the amount of increase 

in a pattern and showing the rule of the pattern as an algebraic expression. 

 

Table 4. The Teaching Process of a Variable as a Changing Quantity 

Goals Development Progressions Instructional task 

Variable as 

changing 

quantity 

R: They tried to understand the change in the 

number of chairs for each step. In the first step, 

they found that six chairs could be placed around 

a hexagon. (visual representation) 

A2: 6 chairs can be placed around a hexagonal table. Find 

out how many chairs can be placed when the hexagonal 

tables are placed side by side.   

 

The procedures that the students were expected to carry 

out for A2: 

(a) Repeating the pattern 

(b) Determining the amount of increase of the pattern 

(c) Describing the rule of the pattern  

(d) Confirming the rule of the pattern 

 

(e) Expressing the rule of the pattern algebraically 

(f) Asking the students to share different representations 

of the expression (Directing the students to find a more 

efficient way to represent the same expression) 

 

B: They found that for n = 2 and n = 3, the 

increase in the number of chairs was 4. They 

understood that the increase was the same at every 

step. 

They showed the increase arithmetically based on 

the number of chairs in the first step. 6 + 4 + 4 

(arithmetic representation) 

 

C: Thus, they switched between different 

representations of the patterns. 

They were able to write the rule of a pattern as an 

algebraic expression.  (algebraic representation) 

6 + 4n 

CDTA GOOD: They were able to give a verbal 

explanation as expected. They stated that it was 

cost.  

MEDIOCRE: They could not express that the 

variable was changing in quantity.  

Question: A piece of toast is sold for “t” Turkish Liras, 

and a cup of ayran (a Turkish drink made of yogurt and 

water) is sold for “a” Turkish Liras. If 4 pieces toasts and 

3 cups of ayran are bought, what does 4t + 3a mean? 

Student 

Mistakes 

 

To model the cost of 5 different balls, the student 

expressed the expression as 5 = d. 

This means that the student did not understand that the 

cost was a varying amount and that the expression should 

have been 5d. 
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The table activity is visualized in Figure 2. 

Number of tables = 1 

Number of chairs = 6 

 

6 for n = 1 

 

Number of tables = 2 

Number of chairs = 10 

 

10 for n = 2 

Figure 2. The Visualization of the Table Activity 

 

The same question was discussed with the students during the individual interviews. The steps of the operations 

carried out by the mediocre students regarding the amount of increase in finding the rule of the pattern are seen 

below. 

T: How did the number of chairs change when the 4 tables were placed side by side? 

G: It’s always gone up by 4. 

11G: Yes, it is increasing in fours. The question is asking for the step 4. 

12G: Then it will increase by 4. 

The student in the mediocre category performed this process more slowly and was able to define the amount 

of increase arithmetically. He also had difficulty in transitioning to an algebraic representation. At this stage, 

the encouraging role of the teacher is important.  Below is a dialogue with the student who was in the good 

category about his calculating the change in the number of chairs and expressing the rule of the pattern when 

the 4 tables were placed side by side.  

13H: Let’s find the rule first. 

14H: Okay. Then let’s find the general rule first. 

15H: The amount of increase is 4. 4n plus the amount in brackets... 

16H: Subtract 4 from 10. 4n + 6. 

17H: Yes, 4n + 6. 

It is true to say that the students were able to define shortcuts and develop a new language of their own, so they 

carried out the epistemic action of “construction.” The students in the classroom were particularly encouraged to use 

the language they had developed together when finding the general rule of the pattern. This method was determined 

by the students while solving an example when determining the general rule of the pattern in the course with the 

strategy of placing tables. And they continued to use it when they found that this method could be applied to other 

examples. The rule they found: It is [the amount of increase × n + (the first step – the amount of increase)] if it is an 

increasing pattern and [the amount of decrease × n + (the first step – the amount of decrease)] if it is a decreasing 

pattern. The rule that the students found is the verbal expression of the formula.  

[an = a1 + (n – 1) × r], 

Which is actually the expression of finding the general term of arithmetic sequences. 

Variable as a known value is important for students to simultaneously understand a variable as a varying quantity. 

For instance, the students considered variables as varying quantities, and were able to immediately use the known 

values for the variables. First, the numerical value of the variable was tried to be used by finding the value of the 

desired term based on the previous trajectory. 
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Table 5. The Teaching Process of a Variable as Known Value 

Goals Development Progressions Instructional task 

Variable as 

known 

value 

R: Being able to change a given value 

for the variable, 

They were able to calculate the results 

of the first three steps in the algebraic 

expression of the pattern for n=1, 2, 3. 

The lesson continued with A2.  

They were asked to perform the operation by writing the value given 

for 𝑛  in the algebraic expression “6 + 4𝑛”  in the corresponding 

place. For n = 1, 2, 3 

(g) Find the desired term using the rule of the pattern  

 

A3: Asking them to find the total cost of a product by using different 

prices from different stores (Cost of 4 pens and 1 eraser: 4p + e). It 

was intended to let them feel that calculations were needed here for 

different values of the variable.  

 

When you place the value in its place in the algebraic expression, the 

variable disappears. “4p + e = 4 × 4 + 1 = 17” The desire was to help 

them understand this.  

B: They understood that the coefficient 

was multiplied by the value of the 

variable. For example, they explained 

that 4p was 4 × p.  

 

C: It was understood that they used 

symbols in a meaningful way to 

evaluate an expression.  

CDTA GOOD: As expected, they were able to 

show that “c < 5”, and they were able to 

show the range.  

MEDIOCRE: They stated that c = 5 but 

they were unable to carry out further 

operations.  

Question: What can be said for c if c + d = 10 and c is smaller than d?  

Student 

Mistakes 

Given “4c + 3f” for “c = 2 and f = 5”, 

The student wrote that 4 × c (2) = 8 and 

3 × f (5) = 15. Then he gave the answer 8 

+ 15 = 23. 

This means that the student was not able to understand that the 

variable no longer needed to be written after the value of the variable 

was known. 

 

For the variable to be a known value, the variable must be assigned a value and this known value must be replaced 

for the variable. By drawing arrows, the students pointed out that they were considering replacing the known value 

for the variable. Moreover, the students thought in a multifaceted way. For example, they understood that 7u meant 7 

× u, and that when a value was assigned to u, it had to be multiplied by 7. 

 

  
Figure 3. Interpretation of Known Values as Variables 

 

This study belonging to a student who was in the good category shows that he interpreted variables as known values 

because he gave values for each variable. Moreover, written tips such as drawing arrows or deleting the variable and 

immediately replacing it with a quantity show that it helps to learn how to replace a variable with a known value. 

When a good student noticed that the result was constantly changing for different values of variables, he made an 
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effort to calculate the values of the variables.  

During the interview, the following question was asked: “a + b = b. Is this always true?” 

30H: It may not always be true.  

T: Why? 

32H: “a” may not always be zero.  

33T: Well, what if b = 0? 

34H: Wait a minute. If b is zero and a is also zero, then it is possible. 

In this question, a student with good performance explained a mathematical situation. When explaining this, the 

student thought of all the situations in which variables could assume different values. It is seen that he benefited from 

his prior knowledge while reaching a solution. It can be said that he performed the “building-with” epistemic action 

to do that. The answer given by a student with moderate performance was different. 

39M: If I make “a” 0, “b” also takes a numerical value accordingly. 

Unlike a student with good performance, a student with moderate performance was able to think of variables as 

quantities different from each other. Nevertheless, he was not able to go beyond that.  

At this point, the students established relational thinking by establishing a connection between variables as known 

values and variables as unknown values, understanding the relationship between the ideas of these variables. 

 

Table 6. The Teaching Process of a Variable as Unknown Value 

Goals Development Progressions Instructional task 

Variable 

as 

unknown 

value 

R: They performed a series of arithmetic 

operations during the activity (Think of a number, 

add 3 to it, multiply the result by 2, subtract 4 from 

it, divide it by 2, subtract the number you thought 

from it. Is the result 1?) 

They were able to perform the arithmetic 

operations in the order given 

 

A4: In the “think of a number” activity, a situation 

is portrayed, which included a closed box and an 

unknown number of objects, to make it clear that 

the variable had an unknown numerical value. 

After that, the operations carried out within the 

activity ensure that it is understood by the students 

that a variable can enter the operations and that 

results can be obtained by isolating it. 

They were asked to visually model the operations 

they performed arithmetically. 

 

It was asked that the visual model be modeled 

algebraically. It was expected that four basic 

arithmetic operations were performed by using 

variables.  

 

B: They were able to visually model the 4 

operations they performed. 

They were able to create a visual model for A4. 

C: They were able to write an algebraic expression 

using visual and arithmetic expressions for A4. 

They were able to perform four basic arithmetic 

operations with variables. 

CDTA GOOD: as expected, they were able to determine 

the number “2,” which was the critical point, and 

interpret the increase. 

MEDIOCRE: The students stated that the 

multiplication would increase more quickly, but 

were unable to specify what values would apply to 

“n”. 

Which one is greater, 2n or n + 2? Why? Please 

explain.  

Student 

Mistakes 

The equation was 21 = 7u. The student subtracted 

7 from both. 

u = 14.   

This means that the student was trying to solve it 

for the unknown variable, but he was using the 

wrong operation and must understand that 7u 

means 7 × u. 
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The teacher explained to the student that a variable was not known unless the value of the variable was specified. In 

other words, if the students had to solve the variable, they realized it was an “unknown variable.” If they did not need 

to solve it for the variable, if the value for the variable was provided, the variable was interpreted as a “known 

variable.” They were encouraged by the procedures for simple expressions. Attention was paid to solve more 

examples that were similar. Word problems were asked, in particular, and when finding the solution, they were asked 

both to write the expression algebraically and to solve it. The purpose was to allow the students to understand the 

relationship between the solution and the algebraic expression.  

For the students, it was interesting that the number that they had thought of could be found as a result of some 

operations. Their desire to understand whether it had a trick and how it worked enabled them to enter the learning 

process. The transitions between arithmetic, visual and algebraic representations were carried out together with the 

class. We can summarize that in a table. 

 

Table 7. The “Thought of a Number” Activity 

Steps Visualization of the Result Algebraic Expression 

Think of a number 
 

x 

Add 3 to the number you 

thought of 
 

x + 3 

Multiply it by two 

 

(x + 3) × 2 = 2x + 6 

Subtract 4 from it 

 

2x + 6 – 4 = 2x + 2 

Divide it by two 

 

2x+2

2
 = x + 1 

Subtract from it the 

number you first thought 

of  

x + 1 – x = 1 

Now the result is easy... Here’s the result, 1! 1 

 

Instructions such as the following were given: “Now create your own tricks. Experiment with your friend. Show 

these experiments in a table.” When playing this game, they unwittingly practiced manipulating variables.  

During the interview process, variables as both known and unknown values were questioned. In the question about 

“exam scores,” the question stem was given in a context that the students were accustomed to. Question: When 

calculating a student’s course grade (M) in a course, the formula is used if his grades from the 3 exams he took were 

A, B, and C.  

𝑀 =  
𝐴 + 𝐵 + 𝐶

3
 

Accordingly: If A = 80, B = 40, and C = 20, M =? If A = 20, B = 40, and C = 80, would the course grade change? 

81T: How did you find 140?  
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82H: By summing up three exams. 

83H: Why did you divide it by three? 

84H: Because he took three exams.  

85T: Now, can we answer the next question? 

86H: It does not change. 

87T: Why? 

88H: This is because we are doing the same thing again. 

89T: Like what? 

90H: “A” and “C” were swapped. When you add them, it becomes 140. We would again divide it by 3.  

In the process of solving this problem, the student calculated an average based on his previous knowledge, without 

taking into account the formula and the algebraic expression for the first part of the question. However, the situation 

for the second part of the question differs slightly. As in dialogue 90H, he stated that he used the numerical values for 

the variables “A” and “C”, and even said that the numerical values of the two variables were swapped. In this regard, 

he generated solutions that required the addition of similar information. This indicates that the concept of variable 

was noticed in the epistemic action of “building-with.” The student with moderate performance also solved the 

question in a similar way. The student understood the mathematical situation that he encountered, but could not use a 

mathematical language of algebra to explain this situation. Instead, he took advantage of a method of arithmetic 

solution. That is, he employed numbers during the process. He did not use the variables. 

Considering how the students with good performance performed abstraction about the concept of variable, it was 

generally observed that they exhibited behaviors indicative of the epistemic action of “building-with.” It was found 

that the good students, in particular, developed a new mathematical language when expressing the rule of the pattern 

and exhibited the epistemic action of “construction.”  

The questions were chosen to be context-based to create opportunities for the students to perform operations and 

develop different solutions. In terms of problem solving, it is understood that the students with good performance 

sometimes tried to classify the questions as arithmetic or algebraic (which requires the use and manipulation of 

symbols). Especially the first solution strategies of the good students were algebraic. However, they tried to continue 

the solution arithmetically in cases of difficulty. 

3.1 Findings on Quantitative Data  

In this study, there were two reasons for administering the CDTA. The first was to determine the prior knowledge of 

the students about the concept of variable when creating the learning trajectory. The second was to statistically 

compare the students to determine how the learning activities affected the students’ understanding of the concept of 

variable. Based on the result of the paired-samples t-test conducted to determine whether there was a difference 

between the mean scores on CDTA a significant difference was found between the mean CDTA scores before the 

implementation (MeanCDTA pretest = 9.32) and those after the implementation (MeanCDTA posttest =11.89) (t28 = 

–6.72, p < .05). 

 

Table 8. Paired-Samples t-test Results Based on the 6th Grade Students’ CDTA Scores 

Tests n M SD df t p 

CDTA pretest 29 9.32 5.25 
28 –6.72 0.000 

CDTA posttest 29 11.89 5.60 

 

The effect size calculated as a result of the t-test (d = .51) indicates that this difference was moderate. This shows that 

the hypothetical learning trajectory administered to the 6th-grade level had a positive impact on the development of 

the students’ ability to identify algebra concepts. 

 

4. Discussion 

Hypothetical learning trajectories can associate theoretical perspectives from current research on mathematical 

content as well as experimental evidence on how students learn mathematics.  
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In this study, the learning trajectory was shaped based on the students’ and the teacher’s interpretations of the concept 

of variable. In this respect, the learning trajectory had practical outcomes for the students’ learning and mental 

development. A hypothetical learning trajectory was designed to make the students’ abstract thoughts more visible 

and understandable. In this process, it was desired to eliminate the handicaps of the students who encountered the 

concept of variable for the first time. In the interviews, the students were unable to demonstrate satisfactory 

abstraction regarding the concept of variable, especially regarding the use of variables. The students with good 

performance were able to achieve this state of abstraction. In this regard, the encouraging effect of hypothetical 

learning trajectories on the abstraction process of students should not be underestimated.  

The t-test findings regarding the students’ use of literal symbols show that the learning trajectory contributed 

positively to the teaching of variables.  

One of the critical questions about learning trajectories in algebra is where to start. Although the answer depends on 

local conditions, the most critical phase has been considered particularly to be the transition between arithmetic and 

algebra (Kieran, 2018). For this reason, the transition between arithmetic and algebra requires special attention that is 

only possible by the level of micro-conceptual development (Baroody, 2009) warranted by detailed learning 

trajectories for relevant concepts. The learning trajectory for introduction to algebra includes the sorts of thinking 

that occur in the process of understanding a variable.  

In the “thought of a number” activity, the students used visual representations, then arithmetic representations, and 

finally algebraic representations with letters, which was found to help them differentiate between variables as 

unknown and known values. Research has shown that working with visual, verbal and symbolic models lead to 

positive outcomes in terms of helping students recognize generalizations in relations regardless of objects (Warren, 

2006). The relevant finding in the present study supports the literature.  

Research over the past three decades has shown that each use of variables is linked to specific epistemological and 

didactic barriers (Warren, Trigueros, & Ursini, 2016). The starting point of algebra needs to be the use of only a 

specific type of variable. The relationships between different uses of variables prevent the possibility of flexibility 

and restrain the understanding of algebra (Kieran, 2006). Wille (2008), however, pointed out that when students 

experience different aspects of variables, the versatility of their thinking about variables is improved. In this study, 

uses of variables as known and unknown values were presented with a clear distinction for the students. The 

conditions for this distinction were determined by discussing them in relation to the classroom environment. In the 

learning trajectory, the students developed the idea that a variable disappears when it is replaced with a number to 

distinguish between variables as known and unknown values. In the process, the interpretation of the expression “7u” 

as “7 × u” emerged from the students’ discussions about terms, coefficients, algebraic expressions and variable 

concepts. Similar to Kieran’s (1989) findings, the findings of the present study show that the students perceived 

variables as unknown values as their levels of thinking were enhanced, and were able to take the first step to 

understand the systematic structure of an equation. Moreover, the students’ written tips such as drawing arrows or 

deleting the variable show that it helps to learn how to replace a variable with a known value. 

The students with good performance used richer strategies when working on variables, and the fact that they could 

develop a short strategy to determine the rule of the pattern is an indication of this. It was seen that they were able to 

develop their own mathematical language and explain it in order to identify the rule of the pattern in the subsequent 

discussions. The distinctive mathematical language they developed is an indicator of their epistemic action of 

“construction.” This is proof that they were clearly observing abstraction in the use of algebraic expressions. The role 

of the teacher and the class discussions played an important role in the language process developed during this 

abstraction phase. However, this study shows that the development of thinking on variables is embedded in the 

progression of the concept of variable as a changing quantity. Blanton (2008) and Blanton and Kaput (2003) 

proposed to teach algebra by changing known, unknown and changing objects or groups. The findings of this study 

suggest teaching processes, expressions and equations, starting with the concept of variable as a label and continuing 

with the concept of variable as a changing quantity, variable as a known value, and variable as an unknown value.  

Finally, studies are needed to understand how children perceive variables and use variable representations in other 

fields of mathematics (Blanton et al., 2011). Moreover, similar studies can be conducted for the use of variables in 

mathematical equations and for the understanding and interpretation of variables when solving equations. 
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